Takeaways for
policymakers
in financial inclusion

Our flagship work in the area of gender

Excluded
Providers should create G2P products tailored
to the needs of their users and enhance the
SHG ecosystem for the excluded segment.

Dormant

Provided thought
leadership on
better gender
outcomes in
financial services

Designed a digital
wallet for the “oral”2
segment in India,
which predominantly
comprises women

Providers should enhance the role of family
and opinion leaders to build confidence,
create gender-sensitive interfaces, and
institue G2P services geared towards women
empowerment.

Conducted an
assessment of the
needs and requirements
of women MFS users
and assessed the
market potential

Proxy
Providers should improve the app, branch,
or agent interface to build confidence and
strategize financial literacy campaigns.

Irregular basic
Providers should develop product designs that
simplify use and improve anonymity.

Designed a policy
framework for the
Alliance for Financial
Inclusion to enhance
financial inclusion of
women using DFS

Regular basic
Providers should employ a BCC strategy and
enhance provider communication to increase
penetration for regular basic users.

Advanced
Since these users are at an ideal stage of
financial inclusion, providers must develop
products that help meet the specific demands
of these users.

Explored the segment
of women agents,
their chalalenges,
and why they make
better agents

Conducted a study to
determine the factors
that contribute to
the success and
sustainability of
micro and nanoenterprises owned
by women

2 ‘Orality’ refers to thinking and information management behavior in populations which are unfamiliar with conventional
modes of literacy
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Insights Into

in India through the
concept of Financial
Services Space

Personas analyzed through the FSS lens

Dormant

Segmenting the heterogeneous groups of women users

Excluded
Lack regular cash
flows and are not
involved in paid
economic activities

Open bank
accounts
motivated by
government
programs or
peer pressure
but the accounts
lie defunct

Proxy
Proxy

They
are dummy
users
Dummy
users whose
whose
roles
are often
roles are
often
limited
limited
to
authentication
to authentication for
for
banking
operations.
banking
operations

Irregular basic
Regular basic

They
are
marked
by flows
Have
regular
cash
regular
cash
flows
and are involved and
in
economic
activity.
economic activities but
They
are also
aware
are only
aware
of aof
only
a
narrow
range
narrow range of useof
use-cases.
cases

Have irregular cash
flows and need
help to perform
banking operations

Advanced

Involved in one or more
economic activities and use
multiple banking channels
and products

Financial Services Space—drawing
one’s financial life
In 2018, MSC developed the concept of the Financial Services Space (FSS). This
three-dimensional space is key to understand women’s “usage” of formal financial
services. Designed for an individual, this concept provides an overall picture of their
financial life.
Volume/frequency

An FSS has three axes:
• Volume of financial flows
• Convenience
• Motivation
The value of each component,
separately and together, decides the
boundaries and extent of one’s financial
services space.

Influence/
motivation
Convenience

Excluded

Dormant

Proxy

The low volume of
transactions and limited
motivation renders her
FSS absent.

The components of convenience and frequency have
diminished over time to
produce a restricted FSS.

Despite having an account,
she does not have any control
on it, which yields a dummy
FSS.

Rameshwari is a 65-year-old
widow who depends on her
son for routine expenses.
The nearest bank or agent
is over 5km away.

Damini is a homemaker who, on
her husband’s request, opened a
bank account at a village camp1.
However, banks intimidate her
and she prefers to avoid them.
Hence, the account has since
remained dormant.

Phoolan is not involved in any
paid economic activity. She
opened a bank account to
receive direct benefit transfers.
Due to little financial knowledge,
Phoolan’s only role is biometric
authentication to let her
husband handle her account.

Irregular basic

Regular basic

Advanced

Convenience and motivation
barely cross the threshold
while volume is only
marginally better, which
yields a skewed and fragile
FSS.

Motivation from her family and
the transaction volumes are
high while the convenience is
limited. But on the whole, an
active FSS takes shape.

The values for motivation,
volume, and convenience
cross the necessary thresholds to result in a vibrant FSS.

Rani is the member of an
SHG. Her husband is a
migrant worker. She uses an
agent’s service to collect the
money sent by her husband
twice a year. Beyond this, the
account lies dormant.

Anjum’s husband works in a textile
city and sends money to her
regularly. For the past five years,
she has used agent services to
withdraw cash, collect
remittances, and deposit savings.

Rukmani holds a bachelors’
degree and works in an NGO. Her
salary is credited directly to her
bank account that she withdraws
through multiple channels—the
bank branch, agents, and ATMs.
Rukmani largely takes her own
financial decisions.

1 Under the flagship GOI program of PMJDY

